
S Britain’s winningmost
trainer of all time, it’s hardly
surprising to read about

Mark’s training successes, but many
of our readers may have noticed his
and Deirdre’s recent exciting success
as breeders, thanks to the filly
Sheikha Reika.

A daughter of Shamardal, out of
the Tobougg mare Screen Star,
Sheikha Reika was bred by Mark
Johnston Racing Limited and sold as
a yearling at Tattersalls October
Yearling Sales in 2016. Now racing
for Sheikh Mohammed Obaid al
Maktoum, and trained by Roger
Varian, she gave notice of her
improvement at Yarmouth on
September 19, when she landed a
Listed race, the John Musker Fillies’
Stakes, on her first start in a Stakes
race.

Mark was delighted by that win,
but even more so when, stepping up
to Group company for the first time,
Sheikha Reika ran out the winner of
the prestigious EP Taylor Stakes, a
Grade 1 race at Woodbine on the
Canadian International card on
October 13. The race has often been
won by top-class fillies, including the
likes of Hatoof, Siyouma and Just
The Judge.

Those of our readers who know
their breeding will also have realised
that Sheikha Reika is a full sister to
Lumiere, Mark’s Cheveley Park
Stakes winner in 2015. The dam,
Screen Star, won her only start for
Mark and her owner, Sheikh
Mohammed, in a seven-furlong
novice event at Redcar in August
2007 – by the small matter of 11
lengths on good to firm ground!
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HE naming of racehorses has always fascinated me;
in my mind’s eye, or perhaps I should say ear, I can
still bring to mind snippets of commentary from early

visits to Hamilton Park, and especially from the longer races,
where one could hear the commentary for a longer period
before the raucous screams of the crowd and shouts of
encouragement from the Lanarkshire punters kicked in. 

“And it’s Onward Tsubame now, leading from John
McNab, Ezra...” I’m sure these three competed in many a race
over a mile and five furlongs of Hamilton’s buttonhook track,
and I well recall wondering who John McNab was, and how
on earth you would come up with a name like Onward
Tsubame?

Another huge Hamilton favourite of mine was the sprinter
Vilgora (Raffingora – Vilswitch (Vilmorin)), with his regular
jockey, Steve Perks. His name was a perfect example of
looking to combine elements of both the sire and dam’s
names, a naming policy I have always admired when it is

done with a degree of wit. Stuart Morrison’s
Lawn Lothario was a particularly good example
of this type (Pursuit of Love – Blade of Grass).

In this new book, David Ashforth takes a
close and light-hearted look at the names people
have chosen to give to their racehorses. He deals
with names in categories (eg Champions,
Characters, Commentator’s Nightmares,
Commercial and Performers) and doesn’t just
look for cheap laughs and funny names. 

Most readers will learn something from the book. Did you
know, for example, that Brigadier Gerard was named after an
Arthur Conan Doyle character or that the great American
horse Arrogate, as Ashforth playfully suggests, was named
after a spa town in Yorkshire?

For those looking for Kingsley Park connections, in his
chapter on horses named for marketing reasons, Ashforth
refers to Brian Palmer’s Hinari Consumer Electronics
Limited, whose Hinari Video won at Carlisle all those years
ago to launch Mark’s career.

There is a particularly fascinating chapter on how the ‘big
names’ such as Coolmore, Prince Khalid Abdulla, Darley, etc,
decide on names which throws up some interesting themes.
Had you noticed, for instance, that Juddmonte Farms named a
number of horses after the lyrics of Elvis Presley’s Return To
Sender, e.g.  Address Unknown and No Such Zone?

The book is attractively presented, with both colour and
black and white images to break up the text, and most pages
will contain some gem to raise a smile in the reader.
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